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I. Student Involvement
Student involvement in Lute Air Student Radio decreased from previous years. This is
due to a general lack of promotion of the station. Additionally the clique that was the station had
a particular dynamic of exclusivity, which made it also hard to recruit new students. The
leadership team this year did not engage the current roster of show hosts and did very little in the
way of promoting the station, which the exception of the Spring 2016 semester, where the
leadership team made an attempt to
promote the station. Such promotion has
yielded some, albeit little, response from
the student body. Billed as a “building
year” by our advisor, the station is in a
better place than it was at the beginning of
the 2015-2016 academic year.

Accurate record keeping of station activities and involvement did not begin until the
Spring 2016 semester, when my position of Program Director was solidified as an executive
leadership position. As a result, an estimate cannot be provided for the Fall 2015 semester. The
Fall 2015 semester roster included a large number of show hosts, but few shows were actually
produced. With a change in policies this semester, we were much more firm on hosts who did
not show up, including eliminating their shows from the program schedule and revoking access
to the station. With a more defined content policy, we lost a few show hosts due to their inability
and desire to adapt to the new programing model.
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All things considered, we solidified the new format of LASR during the Spring 2016
semester. Along with the new program schedule, and more intentional curating of automated
music, we had up to six students in leadership roles and an additional 30 students hosting and
producing shows and content, along with countless students who were featured as guests on
many of the shows.

Retention and recruitment will ultimately be up to the next leadership team. However,
with our last event this semester, we generated a lot of buzz, and with getting our online presence
going again, we will have a greater reach into the student body. This past week, I sent out a
Google form to solicit information from currently involved students on how they would like to
be involved over the summer and next academic year. The questions included show name and
description, and asked them to list their top three days and times they would like to host their
show, which will allow the Program Director to shape the schedule. The survey also asked
students how they would like to be involved, such as with audio production, helping to promote
the station, creating content for the website, etc.
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II. Programming and Productions
At Lute Our Student Radio, our primary product is our weekly schedule of shows hosted
by students. Additionally, we run our own WordPress site, Social Media, compiled a student cd,
and have held internal and community based events.

Shows
Our program regular program schedule is 10 weeks, as the 1st week of the semester, the
week of a semester break, as well as Dead Week and Finals week are optional, providing a total
0f 1,680 broadcast hours. During the
Spring 2016 semester, 22 shows were
continuously produced for 10 weeks,
providing 230 hours of live shows made
up of 8 one-hour shows, 1 two-hour
shows, and an additional 10 hours of prerecorded shows that were aired. In
addition to regularly scheduled shows,
there were infrequently aired shows
providing an additional 20 hours of
programing, for a total of 260 ours of student produced content, which equates to 15 percent of
our total broadcast time.

Of the 260 hours of student produced content, about 50 hours of programing was made
possible by our partnership with Mast Media. These shows were labeled “Mast Radio” and later
“Mast Media” shows to distinguish them from the traditional LASR music-based shows. The
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remaining 210 hours of student produced content were shows that were music based, and the
selections were chosen by the individual show host or hosts. Some of these shows featured
dialog between show hosts, guest interviews and live performances.

The remaining 1,420 hours of broadcast time were filled with an automated playlist. The
program we used was called SAM Broadcaster. Essentially, the program generates a playlist
automatically by selecting songs from our
library according to a specified algorithm.
Interspersed between sets of songs are
Legal IDs and show promos. We recorded
8 new Legal IDs, replacing the ones that
were recorded in 2012. The new Legal IDs
reflect the current sound of LASR.

Jeff Dunn, our Music Director for
the Spring 2016 semester, spent a lot of
time revamping our music selections, and
with my guidance, helped to steer the
direction of the station from a hodge-podge of musical genres to a sound that we call
“Alternative and Indie Rock”. As a result, the hours of broadcast that are filled in with the
automation software have a more intentional sound with similar artists and styles. As I told Jeff
time and time again, “You are now the chef of this kitchen, and you’ll decide what is on the
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LASR café menu. The real question is what do people come to the LASR café to eat? What is
our specialty burger?”

Web and Social Media
Halfway through the Spring 2016 semester, we began using our WordPress site again. In
attempt to follow what other radio stations are doing, we began to use our WordPress site by
highlighting a “Show of the
Week” by doing interviews
with our student radio hosts.
We also began doing “Staff
Picks” where the leadership
chose their favorite songs of the
week. The site will still need
some further updates, but can be a great tool for creating additional content and further proting
the station. The site is lasrradio.wordpress.com.

We began using our Facebook page again, as well as our Twitter and Instagram accounts,
to connect with students and others beyond the walls of the Lute Dome. This proved successful
in promoting not just the station, but the events we held this semester.

Student CD and Swag
Although submissions were light this year, we were still able to produce a student CD.
The purpose of the student CD is to promote the student singer/songwriters and bands on campus
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as well as to promote the station. Since submissions were light, we decided to save money by
placing the compilation on SoundCloud. The compilation, as well as previous years’
compilations, can be heard by going to soundcloud.com/plulasr.

Since Hansel Doan redesigned our logo, we decided to print some new stickers and tshirts. We handed these out at the Red Square event. We will continue to make t-shirts and
stickers available as these are the most cost effective (and easiest) way for us to advertise.

Events
We held three events on campus this semester. Two of them were internal events, and
one was open to the Lute community. We began the semester with an “all-hands on deck”
required meeting to roll out the new policy and have all of the radio hosts sign a new contract.
Before Spring Break, we held a hangout session for all of the show hosts with cookies, candy,
board games and playing some old video games on a Nintendo 64. About 10 students came, and
it was great to get our radio hosts together to just hang out and build community.

Last but not least, we held a big campus event that we called “Takeover Red Square”.
What was supposed to be an all-out Student Media festival ended up being just a LASR event,
but it was still successful. We had four bands from the area come in and play live in Red Square,
with a crowd of 30 students and a handful of community members on their evening walk. The
event helped to promote the station in a unique way, because students who were walking to and
from the University Center could not help but notice the event.
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III. Accomplishments
While this year was a “building year” for the station, which included a few leadership
changes, we were still able to accomplish quite a few things. They are listed below.
•

Rebrand and market the station with a new logo (designed by Hansel Doan), t-shirts and
stickers

•

Took control of our longstanding Web and Social Media platforms and begin to use them
to generate content and promote the station

•

Brought back the position of Program Director to help drive content and manage the
schedule, as well as work directly with the show hosts

•

Combine the positions of PR Director and Events Director

•

Created the Web & Information manager position

•

Created new policies and procedures

•

Brought back the “Show Clock”

•

Changed the title of show hosts from “DJ” to “Radio Host”, emphasizing the medium and
what they really do – which is host a show.

•

Held Radio Hosts accountable for content, Show Clock, attendance, studio cleanliness

•

Cleaned and organized the broadcast control room/studio

•

Cleaned and organized the office

•

Solidified the automated sound of LASR as an “Alternative and Indie Rock” station,
while still allowing Radio Hosts to play other genres.

•

Partnered with Mast Media to provide News/Talk and Sports shows

•

Received two new computers for the office with Adobe Creative Suite, allowing us to
begin recording and editing audio for Legal IDs, PSA’s and podcasts.
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•

Began to get rid of outdated and no longer used equipment

•

Compiled a Student CD

•

Put on a successful campus event in Red Square

•

Opened up the summer session to students who wanted to produce a show during that
time
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IV. Opportunities for Improvement
Although we accomplished quite a few things, there were many things that didn’t work as
well as I had hoped. Rather than see them as problems, I’d like to look at these as opportunities
for improvement, and they are listed below.

•

The leadership team did not lead as a cohesive unit. This may be due to personality
issues, but both General Managers (Haleigh Missildine, Fall ’15; Austin Hayes, J-term
and Sp ’16), did not communicate well with the
team. As a member of the leadership team, I often
waited… and waited… and waited for a response
from my General Manager, but often had to act on
things (within my purview, of course) without
consultation because of the lack of open
communication with the General Manager. The
Advisor should make sure the General Manager is
regularly communicating with their fellow student
leaders, which could be helped by instituting a standing meeting.

•

This semester the General Manager was partnering with ASPLU and SAB and was
letting show hosts and others know that LASR was “co-sponsoring” events with them,
but the rest of the leadership team was not consulted, and the PR and Events Director was
essentially left out of this process.

•

The leadership team did not meet enough in person, and when we did, some leaders were
excluded because “everyone else can make this time.” A standing meeting day and time
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could be set to which all station leaders could make plans to attend ahead of time, rather
than trying to fit in a meeting between work and study time that has already been
scheduled.
•

There were members of the leadership team who were not as knowledgeable of station
operations, specifically equipment and software. While each leader should specialize in
an area of expertise, all leaders should be acquainted with the basics, including
studio/control room equipment, Google Apps, and Adobe Creative Suite. Basic
knowledge of all of these will allow the leaders to assist other students involved in LASR
and also be better contributors to the stations overall operations.

•

The leadership team still has a distant relationship with the show hosts. A mandatory
meeting each semester, followed up with at least two optional “hang out” sessions should
be held to keep the lines of
communication open with show hosts. A
one-on-one check in could also happen
between the show hosts and the General
Manager or Program Director. Bottom
line, we need to find ways to get
connected and stay connected with our
“inner-circle” before we can expect to get connected with the rest of the campus
community.

•

LASR has two email accounts that are checked infrequently and that need to be
organized. The station leaders could all have the Gmail app on their phones, or at least
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the executives (General Manager and Program Director), and create folders as a way of
categorizing emails, which helps with follow up.
•

The leadership roles were largely undefined. A job description for each position could be
created in order for each leader to better understand their roles.

•

Our online presence is very basic. We need to do more with WordPress site, such as
creating more content and working to get the site hosted by PLU (i.e. lasr.plu.edu). Our
PLU site pages under Student Media are also pretty abysmal (this goes for all the outlets).
The station leaders should get more involved and recruit students who can create content
for these platforms. We started working with Social Media, but this needs to be addressed
as well. The PR and Events Director and the Web and Information Manager need to come
up with a strategic communication plan and how to execute it. This also goes back to
creating content.

•

After repeated requests, I was not given administrator access to the LASR DJ group. The
group name should be changed to LASR Staff and Radio Hosts or just LASR Radio
Hosts. The group should also be cleared out of alumni and those no longer involved
because they have no real stake in the station anymore. Instead, alumni can just “like” the
LASR Facebook page and keep up with station activities that way.

•

Show hosts currently create their own Facebook page to promote their shows. This, in my
opinion, only promotes themselves and not the station. Perhaps the show hosts should be
encouraged to not create their own pages but instead tag the LASR page so that it directs
more traffic to this page, creating more awareness of the station.

•

Overall studio/control room and office cleanliness was tough to address, as I felt I was
the only one keeping things neat and tidy. Standards can be set, and the show hosts could
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be made aware of the cleanliness standards and held accountable to such standards. This
goes for the leadership team, too.
•

Many of the show hosts had issues with following simple instructions, such as signing in,
knowing when to stop and start the recorder, following the show clock, putting
equipment away and tidying up the studio after use. Perhaps these things need to be
brought up at the mandatory meetings each semester, and perhaps they can include in
one-on-one conversations each semester.

•

Recruitment and retention was also a problem this year, as we recruited a number of
students who did not show up and actually host shows and a number of students whose
content diminished the station’s value. Part of the answer to this is by having a clearly
defined content and participation policy, which was adopted for the Spring 2016
semester. From talking with some students, there was just not enough training to where
they felt like they knew what they were doing, which is why they stopped showing up.
While we attempted to solve this with requiring two training sessions instead of one,
some of this stemmed from the leaders themselves not being comfortable with studio
equipment. In the future, one of the leaders should check in with the show host to make
sure they are comfortable with using the equipment. Other students were unable to do
their shows because their swipe access was not granted in a timely manner, and they
simply gave up. This relates to Mr. Doan, and I am not sure how to fix this situation,
since I requested a meeting with him about swipe access and never heard back from him.
Some show hosts also stopped showing up because they could no longer make the time
they originally signed up for. This could be fixed with by keeping the lines of
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communication open with leaders, as we are flexible with changing the schedule to better
suit the needs of our hosts.
•

Live performances were very limited this year. The best way to recruit is to start with the
Music department. The creation of a live music show, even if aired irregularly, would be
a great way to keep live performances coming in.

•

The station was not very well promoted this year. The best way to do that is with
something tangible. The Mast has its publications, and so does Saxifrage and The Matrix.
But what about TV and Radio? Or
Media Lab for that matter? We could
create a magazine called “On-Air
Magazine” that could be published each
semester highlighting what our
broadcast outlets are doing. It’s a great
“brag” piece that could be a great
Admissions tool, or something the Advancement office could use in getting donors, but
in reality, it is another tangible way to promote to the student body and get them listening
and involved.
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•

Partnerships with other outlets were practically non-existent this year. Our only
partnership was with The Mast. While many students involved with LASR prior to this
year were fearful of convergence, we
have less of these students around now.
Our natural partnership should be with
Mast TV. We tried to work with TV this
year but nothing came to fruition. The
TV group was a very tight-knit group and
didn’t seem to want to work with radio,
or at least that’s how it appeared. What
could happen in Fall
16 semester is invite the TV and Radio
leadership to a coffee meeting and have
them get to know each other. From there,
this can foster a session on how they two
can work together.

•

While our programming has improved with the student produced content, the overall
schedule needs to be improved. Only 15 percent of our total broadcast time in a 10 week
period is from live shows. Having a better automation system would allow us to repeat
recorded shows, but we could also look into syndicating content from other resources.
Another way to better our program schedule is to increase weekend shows to two hour
time slots. A further step is to ask show hosts to choose up to 3 show times they would
like as well as getting a description of their show beforehand would allow the Program
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Director to assemble content based schedule, placing like shows in adjacent time slots or
on specific days. This ensures better transitions from shows that are back-to-back.
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V. Specific Goals, Fiscal Requests, and Long Term Plans
While I am a graduating senior and will not be able to make much in the way of longterm planning, I can offer some suggestions that next year’s leadership may want to consider.

Specific Goals
Looking toward next academic year, here some ideas on what the leadership team can
accomplish for the betterment of the station:
•

Defining leadership roles with a written

job description for each leader, including a
hierarchical map of the leadership team
•

Add a News Producer, Arts & Culture

Producer, and Sports Producer to the staff in
direct report to the Program Director
•

Set a standing meeting day and time to

allow station leaders to meet frequently for
planning and problem solving
•

Create a master events calendar for the

entire year, or at least for each semester, prior to
the beginning of the semester
•

Create a strategic communication plan – how we promote the station, when we promote
the station, what content we place on-air and/or online, as well as when and how we use
Social Media

•

Make the WordPress site into a content driven site with highlights on show hosts, music
reviews, concert reviews, music/arts/entertainment news, etc.
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•

Select shows to make available as podcasts

•

Have more live performances

•

Increase partnerships with other student media outlets, specifically TV

•

Continue to be more intentional with music programing

•

Concentrate on having four solid events that will build community within the station’s
participants and with the greater campus community.

Fiscal Requests
The following capital improvements/investments can be made for the betterment of the station. I
have broken them up into short term and long term requests.
Short Term Fiscal Requests

•

Purchasing additional headphones

•

Purchasing additional XLR and
instrument cables

•

Removing the FM receiver from
the stack

•

Replacing the cassette deck in the stack

•

Replacing the microphone arm for Mic 1 (keeps falling apart)

•

Installing Adobe Audition to the show host workstation in the control room/studio

Long Term Fiscal Requests

•

Repainting the office and studio/control room. A yellow gold colored accent wall can be
painted in both the office and the studio, similar to what is currently in place in TV and
the newspaper/magazine office. The other walls could be painted gray, similar to the TV
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studio. This will make both spaces warmer in appearance, and the gray will be a great
backdrop for hanging many of the posters and other décor.
•

Moving the desk in the front office around so that the desk occupies the south and east
walls of the office, leaving the north wall of the office open. This way, students doing
office hours or show prep will not have their backs to the door of the office. (See Appendix)

•

Moving/reducing the desk footprint in the studio/control room. The desk takes up too
much space is not used. The section along the south wall could be removed, and the
section along the east wall could be shortened. The section of the desk on which the
broadcast board and stack sit could be moved back three feet (south) so that this part of
the unit and its respective equipment sits behind the support beam, creating a more open
space for guests, especially live performances. (See Appendix)

•

Constructing a wall between the control desk and the rest of the space, creating a separate
control room and studio, with a double-pained window and access door. An additional
broadcast board, microphones, speakers and a computer will also need to be added to the
new studio space. (See Appendix)

•

Re-wiring the entire studio. There are excessive wires and connections that need to be
eliminated. Some connections don’t function properly.

•

Upgrading the broadcast board and stack equipment

•

Updating all remaining computer workstations (PC and Mac)

•

Replace outdated Windows XP workstation for streaming output with a rack mount unit

•

Sound proofing the room by adding foam pieces to corners and other places within the
control room and studio.
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•

Installing a double-pained window to allow visibility between the office and control
room.

•

Installing a window in the office to the hallway.

Long Term Plans
The following are some ideas could be pursued long after the upcoming academic year:
•

Inviting faculty who create podcasts, such as Dr. Young and Prof. Avila, to begin using
our facilities for their podcast shows

•

Get the LASR WordPress site hosted on the PLU domain (lasr.plu.edu)

•

Give leaders more control over the Student Media pages on the PLU site

•

Co-sponsoring more events on campus

•

Reaching out to records labels with bands/artists on tour and working to get them to
perform live in studio and to do a show on campus

•

Having station leaders and advisor(s) network with other college radio stations in the area
to syndicate programming and share ideas

•

Get campus departments involved with PSAs

•

Open up the station for COMA class assignments/projects

•

Create more of a learning lab atmosphere for professional broadcasting rather than a
club/clique atmosphere
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VI. Advising Suggestions
Although I will not be a part of LASR next year because I am a graduating senior, I hope
this feedback will assist the faculty advisors and help future students have an even better
experience.

While Hansel Doan has been somewhat helpful this year, his leadership has actually
hindered station operations rather than support it. He has had gross grammatical errors on
documents and online media that he published on behalf of station, failed to grant swipe access
to students in a timely manner, could not provide accurate budget information for our respective
outlet, and his overall communication with station leaders was very poor, and he lacked
knowledge on subjects such as call sign registration and airplay licenses. My only suggestion is
that university evaluates his performance with input from the student leaders, and considers
replacing him with someone who would be a greater asset to Student Media. I’m afraid Mr. Doan
does not really bring much to student media.

Our advisor is very knowledgeable and a great leader. But for me, he is too hands on and
often made decisions when the General Manager and others did not. My only suggestion is that
Mr. Skaggs back away from decision making and let the student leaders make those decisions –
even if those decisions are failures, or they fail to make a decision, it is a learning experience that
must be had. Otherwise, Mr. Skaggs is great to work with and we are lucky to have him.

I would have liked to have seen more involvement with Dr. Lisosky and Dr. Wells
because of their broadcasting experience and the perspective they bring as professors in this
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field. I would have also liked to have seen more partnership with KPLU for training and
coaching, but we will no longer have that resource after this year. I was able to learn a lot from
them, but wish other students could have had that same experience. Perhaps finding ways to
partner with area radio stations, such as other college radio stations, may be the way to go.
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VII. Appendix
The following documents have been appended to this report to provide an example of the work I
created or contributed to as a station leader.

Photo Credits
Natlie DeFord: Pg. 1
Samantha Lund: Pg. 9, 10, 11
Eddie McCoven: Pg. 3, 7, 14, 16 – 22
McKenna Morin: Pg. 2, 4
Kyle Parsons: Pg. 15
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Proposed Floor Plan Changes

Current Floor Plan

Proposed Future Floor Plan
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Station Logos/Brand Marks

First Brand Mark 2012-2016

Alternate Brand Mark 2016 to Present

Current Brand Mark 2016 to Present
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Show Logos
Designed by Colton Walter

Lute Air Student Radio (LASR)
Office & Broadcast Studio
plu.edu/lasr
lasrgm@plu.edu
Office Hours:
Monday 2 - 4 pm | Tuesday 11:30 am - 1:30 pm | Thursday 12 - 6 pm | Friday 10 am - 2 pm

M
M AST M E D I A

LASR Broadcast Studio
Please enter quietly, and only
when the “On-Air” light is off
Please leave the studio in better shape than you found it.
Questions? Contact a station leader.

M
M AST M E D I A

Lute Air Student Radio Policies
(Revised February 16, 2016)
Introduction
Lute Air Student Radio (LASR) is Pacific Lutheran University’s student run radio station located
on the first floor of the Anderson University Center. LASR can be heard worldwide at
plu.edu/lasr. By participating at LASR, students will learn how to successfully operate in a
broadcast environment. LASR shall operate and broadcast content in accordance with PLU and
Student Media Mission, Vision, and guidelines. Policies regarding LASR have been determined
by the Student Media Advisory Board.
LASR is a publically accessed radio station. The ears of the entire world may access this
station. When hosts are on the air they represents PLUacross the globe. There are possible
legal and ethical considerations when taking on the act of LASR station host. These
responsibilities must be taken seriously or serious legal, financial and ethical ramification may
occur. Any hosts who violates these policies or does not take their responsibilities seriously will
risk disciplinary action or fines or both.
Access and Use Policy
1. Access
a. In order to receive access, students must be trained, have read the OnAir Policy,
and signed the OnAir Contract each semester. Students must provide their full
name as well as PLU ID number before a swipe access request can be
generated.
b. Students will be given access to the LASR office (AUC 183) and studio (AUC
184) between 7 a.m. and 1 a.m. seven days a week during the semester.
Students will not have access to the office or studio when the university is on
official break, unless prior authorization from Advisor(s) and Campus Safety has
been received.
c. Students who are found to be in the LASR office or studio outside allowed times
(7a1a) will be subject to review by Student Media Advisers and, depending on
the severity of the violationa review by PLU Student Conduct..
d. Students who have questions, comments, or concerns about Access or need
assistance with Access should contact station leaders or advisers.
2. Facilities and Equipment Use
a. All students must sign in and list all guests by full name using the Google Form
on any of the office computers. Onair hosts are responsible for the actions and
language of their guests. Guests must have a reason for being in the studio
(cohosting, interview, performance, etc.).
b. Use of LASR office and studio (AUC 183 and 184) and related equipment are for
the sole purpose of PLU students involved in LASR related activities. LASR
related activities include but are not limited to:

i.
ii.
iii.

c.

d.

e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

Broadcast of onair shows, either as a host or a guest
Assisting with music selection and programming for automation
Show prep, including use of office computers for social media and web
interaction, creating graphics and flyers, and researching music and artist
info
iv.
Preproduction, including recording station id’s and show id’s, and editing
music for time and content
v.
Postproduction, including editing show recordings and blogging
vi.
General cleanup and organization of space.
vii.
Working on LASR related projects such as event planning and training.
Students are required to log equipment discrepancies and damages as soon as
issues are noticed. Students must immediately contact a station leader or
adviser(s) regarding the discrepancy or damage.
Food is not allowed in the studio (AUC 184) at any time. Drinks are allowed in
both AUC 183 and 184, but must be placed in the designated area. Students are
always responsible for cleaning up after themselves. Students found not
returning all studio areas to normal, will be subject to disciplinary action.
Alcohol and illicit substances are strictly prohibited in the LASR office and studio.
Students are not allowed to use LASR facilities or equipment while under the
influence of alcohol and/or illicit substances.
Students found using facilities and equipment for purposes other than LASR
related activities, or violating policies set forth herein, will be subject to review
and possible disciplinary action.
Everyone is required to wait to enter the studio (AUC 184) until the OnAir light is
turned off.
Onair hosts will record their shows using the Tascam digital recorder.
Students who have any questions, comments or concerns about Facilities and
Equipment use, or who need assistance with use of Facilities and Equipment, will
contact station leaders and/or advisers.

OnAir Policy
1. Training  All Radio Hosts (aka OnAir Hosts, OnAir Personalities, DJs), must participate
in training by a station leader or adviser. All hosts must read the policies, sign a Radio
Host contract, sign up and have an approved Spinitron account before going onair.
a. All prospective Hosts must shadow a station leader during her/his show, or
another Radio Host during her/his show before hosting a show alone or going
onair.
2. Attendance  All Radio Hosts are required to broadcast their shows at the agreed upon
time each week.
a. Optional weeks include: First week of the semester, the week of Midsemester
break, “dead” week, Finals week, Jterm and any university observed holidays.
b. Radio Hosts who will be unable to complete their designated time should try to
find a substitute host for their show. All absences must be reported to the

Program Director (PD) and General Manager (GM) at least one (1) hour before
show time. Nonreported absences are considered unexcused absences.
c. Radio Hosts who miss two (2) showtimes per semester without prior notification
to the PD and GM (unexcused absences) will forfeit their time slot for the
remainder of the semester.
d. Prior approval of the Program Director is required for any changes in time slots or
show duration.
e. Radio Hosts who wish to broadcast an additional weekly or onetime special
show should contact the Program Director.
3. Show Time and Show Clock
a. Radio Hosts are required to broadcast a show between 55 and 58 minutes in length for
onehour time slots, and between 115 and 118 minutes in length for twohour time slots.
For time slots that do not fall on the hourly grid (MF, 8a6p), the show should end 5
minutes before the end of the time slot.
b. If a show starts late, for whatever reason, the Radio Hosts must modify their show
content to end at the appropriate time, so the next Radio Host’s show does not start late.
c. Radio Hosts should follow the approved Show Clock of live reads of station and show
id’s, phone number and public service announcements at the appointed times.
i.
Example of a station id is “Laser  Lute Air Student Radio, Pacific Lutheran
University in Tacoma ” or “LASR  Lute Air Student Radio”. Approved scripts
for station id’s are found in the “OnAir Binder” in the studio, but if you have a
more creative station ID, go for itbut make sure to include the legal call letters.
ii.
Example of a show id is “You’re listening to [show name] on Laser  Lute Air
Student Radio. I’m your host, [radio handle or given name].” Examples of show
ID’s are found in the OnAir Binder in the studio, and specific Show ID’s may be
developed with the Program Director.
iii.
Example of a phone number and website read is “If you like what you hear, tell us
about it at PLUdotEDUslashlasr” or “call the studio at 2535357332,
that’s 2535357332.” Examples are provided in the OnAir Binder in the Studio.
iv.
Public Service Announcements (PSA’s) or promotional spots are to be read or
played by the Radio Host at the appointed time. For live reads, read the script
exactly as written without improvisation, please. These spots are promised to
outside constituents.
v.
Plugging the shows of your fellow Radio Hosts is optional, but highly encouraged.
The best example is to plug the show names and hosts of the next two shows.
4. Content  Although we are not governed by the FCC, we follow FCC and NAB guidelines.
LASR is a professional development opportunity where students can learn broadcast standards
and techniques.
a. All songs are to be logged on Spinitron to ensure artists and publishers are receiving
credit for their work and LASR is following RIAA guidelines. All Onair hosts will record
their show using the Tascam digital recorder.

b. Words that cannot be used on LASR at any time are (spoken or sung): Shit, Piss, Cunt,
Bitch, Cocksucker/Cocksucking, Motherfucker/Motherfucking, Asshole, Fuck, Goddamn
or any other words that you know would be offensive to the listening community.
c. Racial slurs, stereotypes or characterizations (using an accent or slang in derogatory
means) are prohibited. If you are in doubtleave it out.
d. Hosts are prohibited from encouraging the use of alcohol or tobacco by the use of
minors or mentioning the use of federally illicit substances. News stories or
conversations about events pertaining to these subjects, presented in an academic and
mature manner, that is both professional and objective, is permissible.
e. Sexually explicit words, phrases, or lyrics are prohibited. Songs containing this language
should be edited using the production computer (many radio edit versions exist of
popular songs). News stories or conversation about events pertaining to sexual issues,
presented in an academic and mature manner, that is both professional and objective, is
permissible.
f. Hate speech towards any protected or nonprotected class of persons or organizations
represents a serious violation of PLU policies and is strongly prohibited. News stories
and conversations about events pertaining to hate speech, presented in an academic
and mature manner, that is both professional and objective, is permissible.
g. Libelous or slanderous statements made against ANYONE: students, staff, faculty,
administrators, Board of Regents, donors, alumni, or anyone else is highly illegal and
prohibited. PLU will not protect any host who violates this law.
h. Any host who violates any general policies and practices of Pacific Lutheran University
will be subject to the strictest PLU disciplinary action. .
5. 
Contacting Leaders
1. The best way to contact station leaders about any issue is by email, preferably to their
individual PLU account. The current list of station leaders can be found in AUC 183.
2. Any equipment issues must be reported immediately . List all equipment damage and
show discrepancies in the station log. P
lease be aware, if you do not report it, the next
person will and it might be assumed you did the damage.
6. 
Disciplinary Action
Any violations of the above policies will be met with appropriate action, including, but not
limited to a warning from station leaders, loss of show, or referral to Student Rights and
Responsibilities.

Radio Host Contract
Spring 2016
Radio Host Info:
Full Name + OnAir Name
PLU ID
PLU ePass
Cell Phone
▢ New On-Air Host

▢ Returning On-Air Host, with LASR since _______________

Show Info:
Show Name
Show Day and Time
Brief Description of
Show Content

By completing and signing this form, I acknowledge that I have read, understand, and
will fully comply with the policies and procedures of Lute Air Student Radio.
_______________________________ ________________
Signature

Date

****************************************************************************************************
Station Leader Approval:
Show Trainer (For new hosts only):
_______________________________

______________________________

Print Name

Print Name

______________________________ ________
Signature
Date

_____________________________ ________
Signature
Date

To be reviewed and filed by the Program Director

Rev. 2/3/16

LASR is a PLU Student Media learning lab, a place where professional
broadcast practices are learned and followed.

Starting Your Show
1.) Sign in to Studio on Mac workstation in front office
2.) Logon to Spinitron.com with your user name and password
3.) On the Tascam recorder, press REC then PLAY
4.) Press PAUSE or STOP on SAM Broadcaster

During Your Show
1. Follow the Show Clock
2. Abide by Content Policies
3. Have fun

Ending Your Show
1. Press “Close Playlist” and log out of your Spinitron.com
account.
2. Hit PLAY on SAM Broadcaster.
3. Hit STOP on the Tascam recorder.
4. Carefully wrap up AUX cables and headphones and place them
back neatly on the shelf.
Questions? Contact a station leader.

LASR Show Clock
Minutes of the
Hour

What to say

0:05

Show Name, Station ID, Host Name

0:10
0:15

Station ID, Number to call (253) 535-7332 and website/Facebook

0:20
0:25
0:30

Show Name, Station ID, Host Name

0:35
0:40
0:45

Station ID, Number to call (253) 535-7332 (PSA)

0:50
0:55

Show Exit, Pitch next show(s)

Spring 2016
Mission & Vision
The mission of Mast Radio is to provide students in various academic disciplines the ability to create and
engage in news and talk programs on LASR (Lute Air Student Radio) with material and support from
Mast Media and its various media outlets.
The vision of Mast Radio is to be the broadcast radio and podcast arm of Mast Media, ushering in the era
of a converged newsroom and story-based student media organization whose reach is beyond print and is
engaged in all media formats.

Policies
Mast Radio uses content from other Mast Media outlets, including, but not limited to, The Mast, Mast
Magazine and Mast TV. Additionally, Mast Radio shows rely on additional material from our Radio Hosts
and producers to provide an enriched programming experience. Like other news and talk shows, Mast
Radio shows move freely between news reporting and opinion and do not distinguish between the two,
and interpretation of both news and opinion is left up to the listening audience.
Mast Radio shows are styled as podcasts which suggests they are minimally scripted. The news stories are
generally read from previously prepared text. Commentary following the news reporting is ad lib. Views
expressed are solely those of the individuals on the program and do not reflect the views of Mast Media,
LASR or PLU.
With respect to on-air broadcasting and podcasting, please remember: If you wouldn’t publish it in print
or say it on TV, don’t say it on radio. Per FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, the Supreme Court of the United
States has held that broadcast media has less First Amendment protection than print. Mast Radio staff will
follow the Lute Air Student Radio policies and procedures. including following Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) and National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) guidelines. All Mast Radio staff
will also adhere to the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) Code of Ethics.
Don’t miss more than two broadcasts. Doing so will cause you to lose your show. Get as many people
involved as you can to make the show run well so that, in the event that you are absent, the show can still
continue. Get a guest-host to fill in, or pre-record the show and have someone just play it on-air.

Expectations
Shows will be broadcast weekly, except when the university is on break or observing a holiday. J-term,
“Dead Week” and Finals weeks are optional. To do a special broadcast/podcast outside of your normal
program slot, contact the Program Director. All shows, unless otherwise arranged, will be broadcast live
and recorded. Mast Radio staff are responsible for recording and editing the audio of their own shows.
Prior to the next broadcast, the main host or producer should create a radio blog entry on the Mast Media
site with a feature photo and edited audio from the broadcast. For in-studio performances and interviews,
please obtain video of theses segments.
Eddie J. McCoven, Program Director, Mast Radio/LASR
mccoveej@plu.edu | Mast Office (253) 535- 7494 | LASR Office (253) 535-8860 | Mobile (619) 719-0455

Mast Radio Policies
Mission & Vision
The mission of Mast Radio is to provide students in various academic disciplines the ability to create
and engage in news and talk programs on LASR (Lute Air Student Radio) with material and support
from Mast Media and its various media outlets.
The vision of Mast Radio is to be the broadcast radio and podcast arm of Mast Media, ushering in
the era of a converged newsroom and story-based student media organization whose reach is
beyond print and is engaged in all media formats.

Policies
1. Access and Equipment Use
a. Access to use the LASR office and studio (AUC 183 and 184) are subject to the
policies of LASR. All persons participating in a Mast Radio program will sign a Radio
Host Contract and be trained by LASR staff.
2. Content Expectations
a. Mast Radio program hosts have special authorization to record their own shows
using the Tascam recorder in the LASR studio. Please provide your own USB disk
(unformatted, not used for anything else but for recording your shows). All Mast
Radio broadcasts are to be recorded.
b. Mast Radio hosts are expected to create a blog post on the Mast Media site for their
show with the edited audio of the show. Music breaks must be edited out.
Additionally, stories segments should be also be made available as a stand-alone
audio actualities for use in other Mast Media outlets.
c. Mast Radio Hosts will contact the Mast Radio Executive Producer/Program Director
with any questions or concerns.
3. Editorial Policy and Expectations
a. In addition to the policies of LASR, Mast Radio program hosts and support staff will
also follow the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) Code of Ethics.
b. Mast Radio programs are subject to the editorial policies of Mast Media.
Mast Radio Hosts will contact the Mast Radio Executive Producer/Program Director, Section Editor
or the Editor-in-Chief with any editorial policy concerns.

Mast Radio Host Contract Addendum
c.

This addendum is to be signed for Mast Radio show hosts in addition to the Radio Host
Contract for Lute Air Student Radio.

Radio Host Info:
Full Name
PLU ID
PLU ePass
Cell Phone
▢ New On-Air Host ▢ Returning On-Air Host, with LASR/Mast Media since ________

Show Info:
Show Name
Show Day and Time
Brief Description of
Show Content

By completing and signing this form, I (the undersigned) hereby acknowledge that I
have read, understand, and will fully comply with the policies and procedures of Mast
Radio (Mast Media).
__________________________ _________________________________ ________
Print Name

Signature

To be reviewed and filed by the Program Director

Date

Rev. 2/3/16

Recording Instructions
ALL SHOWS MUST HAVE THEIR OWN USB DISK (Thumb Drive)

Formatting Your Disk
1. Insert USB disk into Tascam recording unit.
2. On the remote control, press Device. Keeping pressing device until USB is selected.
Once selected, press Enter on the remote.
3. On the remote, press Menu.
4. Use the cursor on the remote to select Utility, then press Enter.
5. Use the cursor on the remote to select Memory Format.
6. When prompted to execute the formatting, press Enter for yes.
7. If there was an error in the formatting, an error message will display. However, there will
be no message to indicate the formatting was successful. If there was an error, please
contact the Program Director.
8. Once the formatting is finished, press the Menu button on the remote twice to return to
the default screen.
9. Do a test recording. On the remote, press Record then Play to make sure the disk will
work. If there is no error message, and the screen displays a recording clock counting
forward, then the disk is ready for use. Press Stop to end the test recording.

Recording Your Show
1. Insert USB disk into Tascam recording unit.
2. On the remote control, press Device. Keeping pressing device until USB is selected.
Once selected, press Enter on the remote.
3. On the remote, or on the unit, press Record.
4. On the remote, or the unit, press Play. You will see the recording clock counting forward.
This means the broadcast is being recorded.
5. When you are finished with your broadcast, transition out of your show. After the
transition, press Stop on the remote or the unit.
6. Remove your disk.
7. On the remote control, press Device. Keeping pressing device until CF is selected. Once
selected, press Enter on the remote. This ensures LASR Radio Hosts will be able to
record their shows for their own review process.

Eddie J. McCoven, Program Director, Mast Radio/LASR
mccoveej@plu.edu | Mast Office (253) 535- 7494 | LASR Office (253) 535-8860 | Mobile (619) 719-0455

Recording Instructions
Transferring Your Show to a Computer Workstation
1. Insert your disk into the Computer Workstation that you will use to edit your audio.
2. Copy or Cut the file from the USB disk, and Paste it into a folder on the Computer
Workstation.
3. Eject your USB disk. Do not edit the file directly on the disk. Doing so will change the
formatting of your disk, and will not be recognized on the Tascam recording unit, and will
require the disk to be reformatted.

Eddie J. McCoven, Program Director, Mast Radio/LASR
mccoveej@plu.edu | Mast Office (253) 535- 7494 | LASR Office (253) 535-8860 | Mobile (619) 719-0455

Revised: 2/1/16

Station IDs:
ID #1: YOU’RE LISTENING TO L-A-S-R, LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO, PACIFIC
LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY, TACOMA.
ID #2: YOU’RE LISTENING TO “LASER,” LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO, FROM
PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY IN TACOMA.
ID #3: THIS IS LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO, STREAMING ONLINE AT P-L-U (DOT)
E-D-U (SLASH) L-A-S-R
Show IDs:
ID #1: THIS IS [SHOW NAME]. I’M YOUR HOST [NAME].
ID #2: MY NAME IS [NAME] AND YOU’RE LISTENING TO [SHOW NAME].
Breaks:
Number to call:

IF YOU LIKE WHAT YOU’RE HEARING, YOU CAN GIVE US A
CALL AT (253) 535-7332; THAT’S 253-535-7332.

Facebook/Twitter:

“LASER” LOVES OUR LISTENERS, SO MAKE SURE YOU SHOW
US SOME LOVE ON FACEBOOK - FACEBOOK (DOT) COM
(SLASH) L-A-S-R-R-A-D-I-O - AND ON TWITTER (AT) L-A-S-R-RA-D-I-O.

Bumper #1: UP NEXT IS [SONG NAME] BY [ARTIST] ON LASER - LUTE AIR
STUDENT RADIO.
Bumper #2: COMING UP AFTER THE BREAK WE’RE TALKING ABOUT [SUBJECT],
SO KEEP IT TUNED HERE TO “LASER” - LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO.
Backsell:

YOU’RE LISTENING TO L-A-S-R: LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO. THAT
WAS [SONG NAME] BY [ARTIST] … (AND BEFORE THAT WAS)…

Revised: 2/1/16

Studio Phone Guide
Studio Phone #: (253) 535-7332
Radio Phone Etiquette:
1. It’s best to take calls while a song is playing
2. Screen your calls. Talk to them first before putting them on-air. Remind
your callers that our station follows FCC and NAB guidelines.
3. Ask permission from the caller before putting them on-air.
4. Use the “Caller” volume slider to adjust the volume of the caller.
5. Introduce your caller by name, and introduce them to the other radio hosts and
guests on the program.
6. Press the “Caller” button on the control board before you or the caller hang up so our
listeners won’t hear dial tone.
Instructions:
1. Pick up the phone receiver when you see the call light flash.
2. Talk to the caller. If caller does not want to go on air, hang up the headset once
the conversation is completed. If the caller would like to go on-air, proceed as
follows.
3. Press the “on hold” button on the phone rack module, and set the phone headset
on the desk. To not place the headset back on the receiver, as this will end the
call.
4. Press the caller button on the control board, and push the Caller volume slider to
“0” or in the middle.
5. Press the “sound” button on the phone rack module.
6. Introduce your caller by name and carry on your conversation.
7. Once the conversation with the caller has finished, thank the caller by name for
calling in, then press the Caller button on the control board.
8. Press the “off” button on the phone rack module, and hang up the phone
headset.

Recording Script Suggestions
Legal ID (Station ID)
Option 1
“YOU’RE LISTENING TO LASER, LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO, FROM PACIFIC
LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY IN TACOMA.”

Option 2
“YOU’RE LISTENING TO L-A-S-R, LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO, TACOMA.”

Show Promo
Option 1
“HEY THIS IS [Radio Host Name]. LISTEN TO MY SHOW [Show Name], [Day] AT
[time – include am or pm] ON LASER – LUTE AIR STUDENT RADIO.”

Option 2
“HEY THIS IS [Radio Host Name], HOST OF [Show Name]. LISTEN TO MY SHOW ON
[Day] AT [time – include am or pm] HERE ON

Lute Air Student Radio
Programming

On-Air Personalities and Radio Hosts vs. DJ’s
EDDIE:
The term DJ is derived from a common job title in early broadcast radio “Disc Jockey”. The job
title was given to the person who was “on-air” and literally put the vinyl records on the turntable
and played them, often getting on the microphone in between sets of songs. This person would
also, in smaller stations, move the records back and forth from the music library to the studio for
each show.
Long are the days when Disc Jockeys actually jockeyed records to and fro. As such, most radio
stations, broadcast or internet, no longer use the term DJ for the person hosting a show. They
are simply referred to as On-Air Personalities, On-Air Hosts, Music Hosts, News Hosts, or
simply Radio Hosts.
A great portion of our DJ’s do more than just play songs. And with the partnership that began
with Mast Media to bring content driven news and talk shows to LASR, the term DJ is a bit
antiquated for our station format. A suggestion would be to begin referring to those who go on
air as either On-Air Personalities or Radio Hosts. Using a more fitting title also allows us to
assign more of a defined role and set expectations for those going on air.
Do the DJ’s/On-Air Hosts report to the Programming Director or to the GM, or all leaders? Who
is the main point of contact for On-Air Hosts?
EDDIE:
In the industry, most On-Air hosts report to the Music Director, News Director or the Program
Director, depending on how the station’s leadership is laid out.
What should be expected of On-Air hosts?

How do people listen to LASR?
EDDIE:
Traditional radio listeners listen during same set of hours across the week (listening horizontally
across the schedule). Very few listeners listen only on one or two days a week, from morning till
afternoon or afternoon till night (listening vertically up the schedule).

Because of this, it makes sense to look at programming horizontally across the weekly
schedule. One exception does come to mind, however. That is when a different show comes on
one night of the week, but, they always start at the same time, i.e. 6 pm. With LASR, it would
make sense to look at programming from the perspective of four programming “boxes” if it were:
Sundays, Mon-Weds-Fri, Tues-Thurs, and Saturdays.

Music Direction
If LASR was a restaurant, what do people come here for? What is our main course?

Once KPLU is sold, should LASR create an outreach to the Jazz studies program to create a
dedicated time slot for students from the music department to host a dedicated Jazz show?
Likewise with the Blues?

On-Air Magazine Proposal
Eddie McCoven, Natalie DeFord, Samantha Lund, Colton Walter
Purpose:
The purpose of On-Air Magazine is to highlight the broadcast and digital media outlets at
Pacific Lutheran University and related academic and co-curricular programs. The magazine
can be an annual or bi-annual publication highlighting both student and institutional media,
including Mast TV, LASR, Mast Radio, Media Lab, KPLU, and faculty podcast series.
Why We Should Do This:
This annual publication (made available in print and digital form) becomes a great tool
for the Office of Admissions, helping us to recruit students into these communication media. It
also will be something that could be handed to donors and prospective donors by the Office of
Advancement to encourage SOAC specific donations, earmarked for these programs and
curriculum. And third, it becomes a tangible piece of student of life on campus, one that, just like
other student publics, will be read by the majority of campus and become a keepsake from their
time at PLU. From working with Mast Media, I have observed with the team that a magazine
seems to be a more popular publication.
Content for Spring 2016 issue:
Content for the Spring 2016 will include, but not be limited to:
●

Feature stories:
○ News@Nine (Mast TV)
○ Late Knight (Mast TV)
○ the birth of a new News, Sports and Talk Radio broadcast and podcast series (Mast Radio)
○ These Four Years documentary (MediaLab)
○ Russell Family Foundation partnership (MediaLab)
○ The end of an era - KPLU departs from PLU just shy of the 50th anniversary (highlights of the FM
and TV productions done by KPLU, how the station changed, and where it might be headed post
PLU ownership)
○ 10 year anniversary of MediaLab

●

Specific Interviews:
○ Key students in Mast Media, LASR, Media Lab
○ Dr. Wells, Director of CMS
○ Joey Cohn, other KPLU staff
○ Dr. Young, Prof. Avila - Faculty Podcasts
○ News Tribune (David Zeeck) 10-year funders of MediaLab

Budget:
The magazine will be put together by volunteer students and students working on this
project or as a part of assigned coursework. The first printing will consist of 1,000, 20-page
(cover to cover) magazine. The estimated to cost will be $2,500.

g

Media Outlet Report

Anderson University Center 183, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA 98447
(253) 535-8860

lasr@plu.edu

plu.edu/lasr

